BOSCH Language Distribution System

The language of perfection

Now available in Bangladesh to take all your international meetings to a new level

BOSCH also offers an air of prestige to smaller multilingual meetings that bring individuals of different nationalities around a table and where simultaneous interpretation is needed.

Dhaka Ahsania Mission
H-19, R-12 (New) Dhanmondi R/A, Dhaka-1209
Phone: (880-2) 9127943, 58155869, 9123402, 9123420, 9134919
Email: dambd@ahsaniamission.org.bd
Website: www.ahsaniamission.org.bd
Ultimate comfort in digital language distribution
- Advanced digital technology for superior listening experience
- Secure infra-red distribution
- No interference from lighting
- User-friendly selection of up to 8 channels
- Attractive and stylish design
- Seamless integration with Bosch's DCN Conference systems
- Simultaneous interpretation of presentations and speeches in the delegate's own language, is transmitted to a pocket receiver and headphones
- Ideal for conference centers and international organizations

Events we cater
- Meetings  •  Seminars  •  Conferences  •  Workshops
- Interactive Sessions  •  Lecture Sessions

Capacity we offer
Simultaneous interpretation to 200 delegates

Languages we can support
- Bangla  •  Chinese  •  French  •  Japanese  •  English  •  Arabic  •  Russian

Most comfortable conference experience make listening a pleasure
Providing an extraordinary sound experience, BOSCH allows conference participants to listen to speeches in real comfort. This means they are less likely to tire and lose concentration over longer conference sessions. Delegates don't need to be physically connected to the system and can enjoy freedom of movement during sessions.

Most convenient language distribution system gives you guaranteed privacy
Conference integrity can be guaranteed, which is crucial when sensitive issues are being discussed. For conference venues with multiple rooms, no interference occurs between separate conferences or sessions.

From large international conferences... ...to smaller multilingual meetings
Large international conferences and meetings often involve a substantial public attendance and a variety of nationalities, all of whom need to understand what is being discussed in detail. DCN conference units are placed on stage to capture presentations and speeches. The words are simultaneously translated by interpreters into a variety of languages that are then transmitted via BOSCH transmitters and radiators to the pocket receivers on which participants have selected their desired language.

Modern receiver design packed with great features with easy channel selection
Only available channels are displayed on the receiver so users don't waste time scrolling through empty channels to find their desired language.